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April 18,1930

Mr. Sam Duraisvar, Reactor E:E.
U.S. Nuclear Regu' atory Co _:.

Co==. on Reactor Safer.:ardsAdvisor /
Washingten, D.C. 20555 .

Dear Mr. Duraisve=y:

Proposed Regulatory Guide:
-

RE:
"Lightninc Protection for
Nuclear Fover Plente"

10, 1930, I have the following:
In supplement te ny letter of April '

The hand printed pages
So=e spelling has been corrected on page 31.1.

starting with page 33 have been typed. d)
Accordingly, please substitute the attached typed pages 31-3B (renu =bereApril lo, .330.

for pages 31 ko in cy reporf which was enclosed with a letter of
d

On the subject of ground vires and shielding angle which is discusseGuide, I have enclosed Att. No. 52.
in Sect. 3 on page 8 of the proposed Regulator / in paris This-

which appeared in CIGRE Paper No. 33-01 of the 1965 Sessieni f the mean
material enlarges upen the required shielding angle as a funct on oSee

height of the ground vire and of the trans=ission line operating voltage. Shielding angle require =ents as well aswere covered
Sect. 5 on Page 11 of Att. No. 5 tower footing resistance and the application of ecutterpoise v res

i

more recently in Chapter 5 of Ref. h. .

Sincerely yours,

s?ff
i=

Cir er Johnsonm.

IBJ/1d
Attachnents:
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'' It is raccEnizsd that o, nu:.ber of invzctigations have calculated and/or**

,

measured estimates of maximum pcck currents somewhat greater than the abeve.

Sone of these are the following:

1. Ref. 28 Kennedy Space Center depending upon assumptions and

calculations the maximur crest currents in the three peaks are

.

given as follows:

Peak No. 1

a. 210 kA

b. 150 kA - 6h0 kA

c. 150 kA or more

Peak No. 2
.

a. 200 - 870 kA

Peak No. 3

a. 66 - 280 k.1

2. Ref.15 Mount san Salvatore,Lugano, Switzerland. Rare -

occurrence of a " Type IV Block Buster" current of 180 kA+

with a time to crest of 30 us.

3 Ref. 29 Lightning current measurements on industrial chimneys

in Poland recorded four results above 150 kA, namely: 158, 181.7,

240, and 2h6 kA.

h. Ref. 30. Lightning current measure =ents in Czechoslovakia en high

ob,jects ranging from h0 to lh0 meters yielded a maximu= value

186 kA out of a total of 1hk records.

5 In Ref.12 a :naximum current of 160 kA+ vas indicated on a stack

of Anaconda Copper Mining Co. in Montana.

6. In Ref. 31 a maximum crest current of 300 kA+ is shown out of a

total of 29,296 first return strokes. The 50, 90, 98 and 99 cent

points show magnitudes of about 38, 80,155, and 190 kA respectively.
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Relative to all the various measurements and results obtained thereby
,

is the following excerpt frc: Ref. 32:

4.2. Diktritmtinn of lightning current magnih..ics

As hus n' ready been disensned in Sectiron 2, inI,
ennsidering the effer!n sof naty nf the lightning nuer.
vestinge lads:einy enerhomisms used ntlempling in pre-*

siirl the pts.bubility of line insnintiate finshuseer, one
requires et a:ntowledry n| lhe probability nf orent.metystit udes.
rence of les.ybinony ruerents of vari "
Tu this end the resnlis of tourious fiend studies have

! been incorp orated inin n ontmber nf distributions nf
1

lightniiny s urrent magnitudes, of which probabl;;
the must representative ss that derived by Popu-,

lunsky *.8), : luce it embodies the results of nuinerous}
variety of sites. A . common

measuremen's from it
criticism of all of these mensurements is that th*:*
are obtainest from un. representative situations such
as tall struttures and mountain-tep masts, and Sar.*

demonstrated thmgent 't3} .amongst others, has

| such distributions may well be influenced signifi-cantly by it;r structure height concerned, although a
more recen' study by Popolansky does not support

this: 1serustion it6).

The additional possibility has also been raised (27)
magnitude distributions and lightningthol entrent

characterist es generally, may also vary through re-
giuns of differing thunderstorm severilles. This las'

*

point may as least become clarified by comparing th:
results of established field studies such as Berger's
with the resul's of several field studies currently in

*

progress, as these become available,in Italy, France*
,

and South t.frica.
,

Llew and Darvent:n (153 have shown that varia-
tions in the choice of distribution enn bring about

,

j of performance pr? dictionchanges in the results
studies in c.rcess of :?00 p. cent. It is citar u.V**fer*
thnt until t're situation is better resolved, t.*se as-$ perfor.
sumptions mnde about this parameter in

| mar.ce calcainlion can significantly infinence the
:

results obta.ned.'

-

|

l
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In cu::=a y, the savarity of th2 maximum p;ak curr;nts in lightning stroksc*
*

3cppears to be a function of latitude and altitude terminating structural,

configuration and height, geological and atmospheric conditions, and other factors.

On a mere ence= passing vorld vide basis, the foregoing " tolerances" might be increased

to i 25 pe- cent for the =casurements on the maximu= peak stroke currents to trans-

mission structures, accounting for measurement accuracy, variatiens in trans=ission

cyste: configuration and variations in system enviren= ental exposure. Depending upon

ones definition thereof, the =aximu= stroke currents can be considered a relatively

infrequent occurrence to transmission lines as a whole and more so to the vicinity of

g:nerating stations.

To mitigate, nevertheless, concerns for a maximum stroke current ter=ination on

phase conductors or equip =ent at the generating station and its vicinity, the security

and protection of the station and vicinity agcinst direct strokes can be enhanced by

cne or the other or both of the following sche =es:

1. Install diverter rods with lov footing resistances parallel to the line for

to 1 mile in addition to ground vires and tower masts with lov tower footing resis-

tances. See Fig. 3 and Att. No. 3 (Ref. 20). - -

2. Install a short length of cable - a half mile or so - to interconnect the

overhead line and the station. 5 See Att. No. h (Ref. 35).

The application of surge arresters in stations postulates that lightning indaced
)

surges enter the station as traveling waves over lines or cables. In this manner, i
1

the surge i=pedances of the line and/or cable enter as basic factors in the protection

realized during arrester operatic >n. A voltage regulation effect is obtained in addition

to the establishment of predictable arrester discharge currents. In turn, this enables

Predictable arrester discharge voltages to be determined so that the required BIL

(Basic Impulse Insulation Levey withstend voltages of the insulation structures can

be specified. The specified BIL includes a suitable margin on the arrester protective

level. This margin, for exa=ple, for trancformers is at least 20-25 per cent and

1

. - ._; -. _- _ - _ . .- - 7_ , - - . _ ._ . - . - . - - . - . , ~
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recogni:;9 th2 folleving: '
1. Possible discharca currents in cxes;s of tha d:: sign valu2.''

2. Separation effects between arrester and protected equipment.

3. Deviations in arrester performance. (already included in the arrester

discharge voltages)

h. Single and multishot strength of some equipments.

Accordingly, the standards and procedures documented in AI!SI C62.1 and A!ISI

C62.2 for the design, test and application of surge arresters should still be

cpplicable herein ''' I This can be aug=ented and substantiated by some of the field

investigations discussed hereafter on arrester discharge currents due to lightning in-

duced surges. In addition, if necessary, modern station arresters based on a cine

oxide =aterial can be readily paralleled without series gaps in the colu=ns. This

vould enhance the security of arrester discharge currents per colu=n age. inst exceeding

those currently in practice in the design, test and application of surge arresters.

There does not appear to be a need to use 200,000 a= peres per arrester colu=n as the

basis for the withstand design of the a:crester per se or of arrester protected insu-

lation structures. ,

In a proposed paper for the IEEE-SpM, co-authored by the writer, the design,

developnent, field tests and service experience of a multi-colu=ned 2n oxide pro-

tection device for EHV series capacitors vill be presented. The device consists of

porcelain colu=ns connected in parallel, each porcelain consisting of several paral-

1el colu=ns of zine oxide disks in series.
|

'

,
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Concurrent with the years of investigation on direct stroke lightning

currents, a nu:2er were conducted on arrester discharge currents, using the

sa=e various array of instru=entation as for direct strokes, From Ref. 2h
.

there is the follo. ring:

.

Synopsis: Data have twen oLaanu15 durms
the past three years on the magtituds aid
wave sh.pe of hghtumc current 6 daharsal
by arratres m =crvice on wveral sahdly
grounJed neutral ciretut. of the Annean .

Gas and I?kettu: Company y ivm Cur- *

related mcasurement. have been obtamed
with the cathode-ray o*cilingraph, ths ful-
chronograph and the surgetrcat recordsr
The masimum arrester-phase kg current
escorded in this investigatiou was 9fd8)
amperes with Til per cent c! the currents les* ,

thaa 1,000 amperce. The wave fronts of the
low-magnitudc currents mere. in general
abrupt. For crest magmtudes of over 1.e4
emperes they ranged from two to over 25
mairroutoads to crest. Th? manmum rate
of rue recceded was 2.5m amperes per
microwcond

The components in m!! discharges were of
selatively short duration. with tunes to half
value averaging 25 micromeconds and with

<

no measurahie durations in asce.s of 500 '

microseconde..
.

l
Of the 18 arrester-phase Iers studwd. all (but one discharged at least once durir. the

investigation h*meteen of the 21 m9arate
escords of discharscs in three-ph se arrester
haaks had currents which. if ar estes had
est been installed, would have presuced
weltages in excess of the standard ba.ic
bapulse level for the voltage cia * of the ap-
paratus involved, so that failure of unpro-
tacted estuipment might have occurred

e

h

we * ooe g y .he * *% *% f Q g. ,$w y y4
~
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ho: Ber. 3B there are the following excerpts:

.

.

Discussion of Special Records

In studyirig a large quanuty of sum.
amarized data such as has been obtained
darter this invesusation. an analvsin or aIn r,cun

TlIE last rctuart % the field investimt. tion of natural lightnin;; on the 1.",2-di,t ga,,ce .s sne go,,og, :2.uy ,t,,

. W case snay be d istemat
8 are shown typecalrecords of a lightnin*-

kv transmission system of the American Duries ne serviems period et an.tion.

Cas and Elcetric Company was prc>cnted 3"'''****'Y *** *"d in ce genual vt-
"- t** E3*at

in a pa).cr ,by the authors in IM2.8 enity of the stauon. From a s udy of the
storms were esporte

Since that time the flCld rescarch work schtnier e=nnts recorded (rigure s),
has been continued, althou;;h not as ex- 't *PPean **' *"' ** 6" br tainsu

strokes to the 130-kv system in the gen.
ten.sively as in the past, the ma.jor project Three dsral &nity M Ge suuon.
bemg centered arottnd lightmsg cond. then strokes we on the clavtor cimus:

s-

tions at and cime to the stations them- one bet ==en the Erst and f.rth towers er
26 r=V) amfern n' more; one between the

s.cIves,with a sma!Ier part of the merk be.mg done on thei. e to determine the rela-afth and unnth twer.ot;msaur sen.;
and one stroke bertmd them arapens;

tive efIectiveness of counterpoises and ""nus to.ir d can ampun or
'8t" C**d***" "*"t* '"'**ur'd $n

ground rods.The objective of this investigation was*J%",'',"[t '[fy'j,*g,

to determine lightning conditions at ma. un,, ;4 .ny ,,,,,a m ,,,,nt, i
electne in tiu sumsts that ce atrae maujor stations where expensive

equipment is located, the failure of which have b ca sem.1 m..w to.u n
bt have serious effects on equipi:nent,

os.e strae d u seus t: s nmperu n,
-

ind;cated by curnnt. E.i ce muna emiK
system operat. n, and electric service.io w. ihe teu cu, c.r.,it. rus stra,

With a better knowledge of the behavior act="4 t*t'"a 3b" M "Jo int
of li htning at stations,it should be pos- % .3;, ,.,e .3 ,,,,%.,,f-em the station.

E
sible more adequately te protect impor- line cu .:t needes en ::* amnen,
tant equipment from insulation damage. ee mar.um rate ei wi .e cl.ance ..

44o kt ;c mis,trwco,,s.d. th.e mnimundf 1942

to, and .sultsof the field stu y romtng part ci,19m,, are pre-,,it,,, ., ya, ,, , ,y.
,, , gThe re

melud. kr. .so-. or tw t;ru c.:ee3:, yt.
Sented and d2scussed in this paper. The =ms armten at oc sataa tho*e.f

data have been combined .in most me ",;"u*,'*g.*,*, ,',"',"y,t**!**"D,,,it ',',P,c5-S
3 ,

,
,.,,q,,

with that previously obtamed, in order curant was below one measue ment rance
.

to offer a composite picture of all records
d the imvu'r the records obtained is na

rents.

to date on the particular features studied. In www o
one case tbc fotowing statements vern;

festi5ed:'-
1. There lightsing stroken occur name
SJ00 feet er more from a stance.if the Ime
emeductees are sMeljed. tnanmum 14htam ,

eurrents to the bne wares at tbs stasson are
/

hn the order of 2.700 amperes or seu !
I

3. Under the same condations the incomser fEghtning wohages are set og'e.ent to essw
farrester operauos is tne statsos.

S. Rates e: voltage change at the station
etmJting from the=e svartry surges raared
asbgb as 440 kw per macro econs,skhoort
the Dearest stroke ergs probably I.FD fee?|

m faiore t..ay r ..smc .,estaat.
ha tedicating that bahu rates of voltagej
ehange at the station may occur, af tae

1

Mr%bes are nearer the stataos. f
1

==

~~

---
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se ably bagbar than may be espected la prac.
tire.

'

! 3 The eBect of multiple haes emanatma
from a station is reducing the hghtning-j
ve4tage and arrester-dierhar ge curiests, and

g sensegeently the duty on the arresters sa
apparent.

! 8 The matimum rate of voltage changs
sf lightning surges measured at a st.ation

| was $10 kw per microsecond, the medan
value being 2D kv per mero,econd

,

The mautmum rate of voltage change due
es switching surges was 470 kw per gnacro-

g
sreend and the med.an value mas !!S kwg .
per suicrosecond. When allowances areg ma4e for a teatonable factor of safety. the
pov+t .1 generally septed 1mv kr per
martooecond rate of rise la test specifica-
tinas os apparatus seems reasonable

I 7. The rates of voltage change measured
..thm a station varite con eeraus u

" Summary and Condusions . . 1
Rates of chasse as bghdi$erent points.

J
as 470 kr per microsecond were observed

% the rtsulta of this invetgatson- as one point in the station.whereas the rate

the summarv data of wbch have bec at watan change at a ner vnnn wee =.

Pr**'8 tad above, the topwing coactu. the range of sieas;arement (ten kihavolts per.

g meroescond). Thu inderates clearly the
mians are drauw suussity of keer*ng protective devres
L 1,ightning daterbances at sw stat *"' . elone to the eqwpment to be protected
eve a four year period awe aged 65 per

No consistent ra.io was observed be-
;

8 tat 38" 98f
*

[vae r 8.
tween Lahtains current, na conductors ando

, ,g
g

assee armter opwatba j the rates of voltage thange at etauonper year

3. Lightning eumsta is coeductors at
,

9. The maennum lightning voltage mess.
entrances.

stations showeJ a medtsa value of 2,000 a ered at any substates mas 4;5 kw wah
*

Sem pu mt een W $
33 per eeet of the records Iti5 kv er geestrapures. **s

or obove and the tughest
was shiel , ab ovw. Tbs enanmum voltage value is well below

empartL A]tIsaeswres terrotaat 88 ** the the sah Mb smM d en W
head ground g, station equipment and witha the range
statso structure. espected Irma the arrester protestma.
4. There appears te be no appreciabne.

relataanship was found between hthtning
10. la this investigation no conerstent

attenuation of bghtnsag eumn ,

amaductars wirban the brst mde eurtents and voltages at a statiou.
M Laghtasag currenta in het condeclars ofawa.

he highest hghtaaDg-amstw M g gy,0. 4.500, 8.0u0. 7.500, and 6.500
uneasured was 4.100 ampwes. although

,
g,

lI ,,and others. 6:

amf, tern were recor ded without any arresterelecebere on the 130.tv ersters one current
t

o,, e, ens recorded. These mere secom-p
of 14.000 arnperes was recoraed. ran=4 be m*3= sered maunw. rates of
Based oe thege 'results and semilar neord' s wa+ rime of grin in tr4s k, per more,>
g ,,, ester current iata ned be the authon

soticars that the AIEE
' ram l. The acre <ters at the sentian othte
*hrte bgh<errent reenevts were chiameet

Standards ler dt tr.alestion and station typeawmanium w.ne.phre.t,6 ..d.u..6v. in ,,th e .,

b,,,,,e,, of c3.Or 3. and r. - reim a.,ba,g,a .i.ee th.

i,,s.a,ng. rest d.sch,gn m een
in-

'
*

.
,

.

With regard to conclusion h, after so=e LO years of industry

h current short duration test for stationservice experience, the hiS

valve arresters was reduced fro = 100 KA to 65 KA recently because 100 KA
It vould

was considered to be an unreasonably high discharge current.

appear to be nearly impossible to get a current of 200 KA having any reasonable

rate-of-rise to flow through leads of practical length. .
1

i

Also with regard to conclusion h, the 16,000 anpere record was the
I

result of a stroke within 1400 feet of the station. ,

.~,w--- __
- -_s
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From F.ef, h there is the following excerpt:

Similarly, for discharge currents in stations,i
the data are plotted as shown in Fig. 1.00 [L53.'
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DISCMARGtl PER ARR1511R TEAR EI:1E3thG OR0th1TECURRIni
|

Discharge Currents Measured Tt. rough jFig. 1.20.
!Lightning Arresters in Stations.
|

These are lower than open rural lines because the sta-
'

,

tion sad overhead line for at least b mile from the
station are generally protected by overhead ground

In this manner the surge vill originate as awires.
traveling wave such that the arrester discharge cur-

frent vill be limited by the surge impedance of the
line acting in series with the arrester valve elenent
and by the possible multiple paths encountered in the j

It is to be recogni:ed, however, that as |station.
transmission voltages increase, the magnitude of the ,

arrester currents in stations or on the line side of
I,*

circuit tretkers may increase due to the higher travel-*
,-

ing wave voltages which can be su; ported by the line i

insulation and by the lower surge impedance of the line !

due to conductor bundling.

362, 550 and 800 |
Accordingly for effectively shielded stations at

-

KV, arrester discharge currents for the purpose of insulation design andN These
coordination are increasingly greater with higher sytes voltages.

10,000,15,000 and 20,000 a= peres at linearrester discharge currents are

voltages of 362, 550 and 800 KV respectively.

-

!

(
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APPENDIX 11

THE LIGHTNING PERFORil tNCE OF EHV LINES
by

EDWIN R. %HITLHEAD. Ph.D.

Professor of Electriest Engineering
Illinois Institi.te of Technology

Chicago. Illinois (U.S.AJ

C
1 INTH OliUCTION

This report is a condensation of a paper of the same title presented and discussed at i'
the 19G7 meeting of exper. , sponsored by CIGRC Committee No. S. Conclusions are based i

on a study of 50 papers prior to the meeting, several others brought to the attention of the I
I

author at the meeting, and reflect much of the interesting discussiwn. In the interest of con-
serving space, only those references directly quoted are listed at tne end of the repo-t.

2. FRAAIEWORK OF DISCUSSION

As a framework for discussion, it is useful to postulate an electrogeometrical model of !

the electrical and geometrical situation, defined as existing at t = 0 , wherein the lightning ,?

leader [1) is so oriented that a final step to earth [2 , the shielding groundwire [3), or the !

phase conductor (4) is imminent. Such a model enables one to identify clearly th.e . {
$ i

'

2.1 Discharge Faths

P (1, 2) - leader to earth

P (1, 3) - leader to shield wire or tower

P (1, 4) - leader to phase conductor

and to develop solutions for the
2.2 - Sy stem response for each discharge path in terms of a quasi-circuit model con-

fined to "near zone" effects.
!

k

3. DISCHARGE PATHS AND SYSTEAl RESPONSE

The scope of this summary does not nermit detailed discussion of the circuit model ,

for each of the three discharge paths. A brief discussion of each, emphasi::ing its relative !

importe.nce with respect to the performance of CHV lines, follow s.

3.1 Discharce path P (1, 2 ) to earth - Studies of the lichtninc performance of distribution I
I

and subtransmission lines hate resulted in renewed interest in the tneory and measurement of
Since such Ilightning voltages on lines arising from lightning strokes to earth near the line.

a voltage arises primarily from cancellation of leader charge by the return channel, it will f
be defined here as the e, component. ,

Taken alone, as arising from the P (1, 2) discharge path to earth, it is very generally
agreed that this component is not a significant factor in the lightning performance of E!!V
line s.

3.2 Discharce path P (1 3Go the shield (protcetive) wire - This discharge path leads t
#

to the mest invohed response of the transmission line, which obviously accounts for the
research effort expended durin; the past 40 years. Although more detailed discussion will be
deferred, it will he useful to define five main voltage componcnts which have been examined

the vol Ne across the insulator string for a stroke to the tower or shield [as contributinit to
(ground) wire.

| 3.2. I e, a resistive component arising from the magnitude of the current.

| :l.2.2 c, an inductive component arisinr: from the rate of chance of the current. ~
-

-- .

~- - 1., }m;- ,
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3.2.3 e, an electric induction component arising fren the integral of the current in the
leader irge cancellation process.

3.2 A e, the summation of reflect:ons from adjacent towers.
3.2.5 e, the system frequency voltage to the tower.
In general, it appears possible to design EHV lines' for excellent performance for lightning

strokes to earth via the P (1, 3) path to the shield wire where low-voltage tower footing resis-
tances, obtained at the tower, lie in the range of 0 - 25 ohms. The meaning of the term
"eycellent" and other necessary conditions modifying this conclusion will be developed later.

3.3 Discharce path P (1. 4) to the phase condactor - Until recently, this mode of discharge
was widely believed to be so uniikely that it could be neglected for lines having a shielding
(protective) angle of 30 degrees or less. The relatively poor performance of early postwar EHV
lines in the U.S. A. with shialding angles of 25 - 35 degrees and low ground resistances threw
serious doubt on this assumption, and an extensive statistical study of the performance of lines
in the U.S.S.R. [1] supported the view that shielding failure might account in large measure
for the relatively poor performance. Subsequent statistical studies of HV and EHV lines m tha
l'.S. A. [ 3] and U.S.S.R. [5] as well as that of CIGRE Committee No. 9 [GJ have provided addi-

support for this view. The Edison Electric Institute of the l'.S. A. is presently conducting
ttona2

|
a large-scale five-year study of the " Mechanism of Lightning Strokes to Transmission Lines"
consisting of a three-phase program of investigation involving (a) statistical analysis of line per-
formance as related to (b) an analytical model of shielding behaviour. and (c) instrumentation
of 433 miles of HV and EHV lines to distinguish shielding failure from backflash sparkovers
[4]. These and other earlier studies show that there is a critical relatton requiring decreasing

e "hielding angle with mean shield wire height which results in " effective shielding". The terms
effective shielding", as used here, refers to a condition achieved within the framework of

an analytical model whose mean geometrical and electrical parameters lead to "zero expectatica"
of shielding failures. Since the relevant parameters must have some dispersion about their
means, one cannot refer to " perfect shielding" in this connection.

4. EVALUATION OF LIGHTNING PERFORMANCE LEVELS

Before proceeding with a more detailed discussion of lightning performance as related
it will beto the discharge paths and the relative role of the several voltage components,

convenient to establish an index numbe? which immediately characterizes the performance level
under discussion and serves to clarify the conclusions to follow,

The performance of lines is commonly expressed as the number of lightning tripouts peri

100 line length units per year. A logical quick reference index is the power of 10 which
,.

.!
describes the order of the performance. Thus one may define

[ Specific performance = 10' = tripouts per 100 length units per year.
The tabulation below is expressly applicable to shielded HV and EHV lines, and the qua-~'

; litative descriptive adjectives are to be regarded as those of the author and not of Committee
No.8. -

Table I
1

J

Exponent Specific Lightning Qualitative
+

M Performance Classification
N

-2 0.00 -- 0.05 Exceptional
~] Q
j ; (J -1 0.06 -- 0.59 ' Excellent<

-

) 0 0.60 -- 5.99 Common
d

+ 1 6.00 or more Poor
}
1 Practical results from lightning research can best be achieved if it is always kept in ,

g. mind that deductions from them must be consistent with the actual behaviour of existing lines. |i
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Moreover, one must be crepared to find a complex of causes for line performance and avoid
single preferred solutions which appear theoretically attractive. Table II presents a reasonably
large sample of line performacce for lines of varying shielding (protective) angle and mean
shield wire heights.

Table I

Data for 50 transmission lines, 115 kV to 230 kV, in |g *

regions having 35-50 thunderstorm days per year. Re!-
erences [2] and {3) 84,000 lan-years, 52. 000 mi. -year.

Tripouts adjusted to 40 T.D. per year. ,

um Average Madmum
Characteristics One Line All Lir.es One Line

,

,

Tri outs per 100 0.00 0.175 0.50P
miles per year

Tripouts per 100 0.00 0.109 0.31
kilometers per year

Mile years 210 1040 6500 ,

Kilometer years 338 1675 10460

0Basic innladen 950 1300 1625
level-BIL

Mean shield wire 42 69 110
height-feet

-
.

Mean shield wire 13 21 34
height-meters

Mean shielding -6 18 39
angle-degrees

Mean ground
resistance. ohms 2 23 94

(35 lines)

Table Ill has been taken from reference [5] for 500 kV lines in the U.S.S.R. in regions h *

'

having 20-25 thunderr m days per year. In order to avoid excessive adjustment, the data -

presented here have been adjusted to 30 thunderstorm days.

Table III

l

Lightning tripouts for 500 kV 1mes in the U.S.S.R.
from reference 15) adjusted to 30 thunderstorm days
per year. 37780 kilometer ye'rs or 23400 mile years

U *"d bSpecific tripouts BIL Ground Wire
#**I"**"** ""E *Per 100 kV height meters

kilometers miles ohms degrees

0.15 0.24 1800 under 5 under 30 20(* )

I
i

...............

'''
.

- "
(*) In excepthmal cases this angle might tw an hwh as 3t1 et. :' ,
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Tables 11 and III demonstrate conclusively that it is possible to obtain " excellent" lightning
performance, of order M = - 1, over a wide range of basic insulation, geographic location, and
thunderstorm exposure. One may reasonably make the necessary assumption that such lines are
"sfiectively shielded" and then compare their height-shielding angle envelope with that deduced
fram theoretical models for an " expectation" of zero shieldir; failures. Fint.11y, one should then
campare these relations with those for lines which have been found experimentally to have expe-
ri:nced shielding failures,

i h 5. REQUIREMENTS FOR EFFECTIVE SHIELDING
Modern electrogeometrical models relate the strike distance from the tip of the lightning ,

ctroke leader to the prospective stroke current to earth and proceed along geometrical lines
to determine the critical relation between mean shielding angle and mean ground (shield) wiresubstantialWhile this approach forms the common background of various recent studies,hiight.
differences arise in basic assumptiens anc in the versatility of the analytical models employed.

should be stressed.It is not possible to explore these differences here, but one important point
" Effective shielding" refers to an expectation of zero shielding failures derived from the elec-
trogeometrical model usmg a geometry determined by the mean positions of the shield wire,
the phase conductor, and the earth surf ace. Serious errors in snielding design may result if
cire is not taken to do this. Substantial departures from mean conditions as, for example,In thein localized mountainous terrain or high river crossings may just:.fy special treatment.
Epproach of reference (4), possible departures of electrical parameters from assumed mean
values and the effect of trees and other deviations from a smcoth earth surface are subsumed
in a calibration constant K whose value is determined by the envelop of the height- angle datay

h for the lines of Table 11.
- Tentative height-angle guidelines were presented in the form of curves in the full paperonly two ofdiscussed at the Copenhagen meeting. In the interest of space conservation here,

the tentative guidelines are given in tabular form in Table IV. In effect, the height-angle
relation envelopes for the effectively shielded lines of Table II have been extrapolated to the
slectrogeometry of EHV lines through the mechanism of an analytical model.

Table IV #

Tentative guide for effective shielding of 345 kV
and 500 kV lines from reference (4]

Line Basic insulation Conductor surge Calibration

kV level - kV imoedance - ohms Constant

345 1600 400 0.9

500 1800 360 0. 9

Mean shield
wire height

in meters 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

Mean shield 31 22 14 7 0 9 - 15 - 22 (345 kV)-

angle in 6 - 10 (500 kV)
degrees 35 27 21 14 8 2 -

' .

g 6. DISCUSSION
2) is innocuousThe preceding paragraphs have indicated that the discharge path P (1,If lines are to be oe-and that the path P (1, 4) is avoidable to a high degree of confidence.

signed for reliable performance of order M = - 1, it will be necessary to continue our studyThereof the response of the line to the discharge path P (1, 3) to the shield (ground) wire.
is, however, a conforting difference in the present situation from that prevailing its the past.
The study of eficetively shielded lines, even over a reasonably broad range of grounding con-g
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ditions, should reduce the tripout range to the order of M = 0 or M = - I so that comparison
of research results and statistical studies should be more meaningful.

In dire * ting attention to this aspect of the problem, those attending the experts meetingc
found it useful to discuss in some detail the role played by the several voltage components of
section 3.2, and other related topics as outlined below :

6.1 The resistive component e, bears a relationship to the tower current which may vary-
,

from a simple ohmic one at low voltages to non-linear and/or time-variant forms, depending
upon the resistivity, permittivity and electric breakdown gradient of the scil as well as the
geometry and physical extent of the tower grounding system. The two principal departures
from simple ohmic form are illustrated by . i

I
.

6.1.1 - A non-linear relation, for localized grounding systems, of the form
.

e, = K i'

where n is less than unity when the voltage exceeds the breakdown voltage for the grounding
system and breakdown time is neglected.

6.1.2 - A time-varying relation for distributed, grounding systems, of the form
i

e, = I I R, + (R, - R,) exp (- t/T)]
'

where I is assumed constant and T is a time constant depending upon the resistivity and per-
mittivity of the soil and the geometry of the grounding system. The effect of time-varying
current is included through the superposition integral. R, is the initial surge impedance and h
R, the final resistance to ground.

,

'

i

Deviations from these characteristic forms occur because of time lag of breakdown in 6.1.1
and because of soil breakdown effects in 6.1.2. The first is an unfavourable deviation, while the

second is a favourable one.

Where resistances are moderate, sorr.c experts prefer to use low-voltage resistances '

as linear values in order to obtain conservative estimates of performance. SpeM ' cases of
the relation 6.1.2 arise when long vertical conductors are used to reach an stratum *.~= ,

of low resistivity sotl through a high resistivity overburden. " Crew-foot" cistri h . t ounding !

systems in the surface layer have been found effective in improvir.,g the it - a+ % ..ance.
'

I
6.2 - The inductive cornponent e, has been the object of recent studies ranging from j

those based on electromagnetic field theory to those employing spatial and temporal scale models.
The existence of current wave fronts with maximum rate of rise at current crest causes the

'

resistive and inductive voltage components to add in unfavourable time relation. It is possible
that such a combination may account for rare lightning tripouts in the presence of effective g i

shielding. It should be stressed here that the ratio of e, to the rate of rise of current is an
" equivalent inductance" parameter which should be that derived from electromagnetic theory
and the use of the superposition integral or from appropriate tests. The indiscriminate use
of handbook formulae is to be discouraged.

6.3 The leader charge-cancellation component e , as discussed here, represents only-

*that part of the " induced" conductor voltage accompanying the retarded release of charge bound
on the conductor at t = 0 , Because of the relatively slow rate of rise of current, it is believed
that the contribution from magp, etic effects is generally negligible. While several investigators
have calculated induced voltages for the stroke to earth, few have attempted to calculate this

,

component for the stroke to the tower or ground wire. There is substantial difference of opiniog
as to the magnitude and effect of this component, and it is here that one may suggest further y
theoretical and experimental studies.

6.4 - It is believed that the summation of reflections, as represented by the component
e, probably plays a marginal role in the . performance of EllV lines in view of the insulation
levels and ground resistances which are likely to prevail. If this is not the case, then modelling
techniques will probably be required for useful study of this component.

_w1
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As operating voltages rise, the marginal role

easily be included in performance estimates.
of this component may assume greater significance.

shows the results of estimates of the performance of EHV lines based6.6 - Table V
on the following simplifying assumptions

.

Effective shielding

Strokes to ground wire --- 62 per 100 kilometers per year
No midspan flashovers

g

Thunderstorm days -- 30 per year
Current probability curve (Burgsdorf) (1).
Non-linear concentrated grounding, uniformly distributed

Concave current wave front T, = 4 a sec. a = 0.4

Equivalent tower inductance L = 20 microhenrys
Electric induction component e, = 0.7 MV at 100 kA ,

Surge impedance coupling 0.25

Tabie V

Insulator sparkovers per year

;g R, BIL Sparkovers per

ohms MV 100 kilometers 100 m g

20 2.0 0.2 0.3

,10 1.8 0.2 0.3

10 1.6 0.4 0.6
-

5 1.6 0.2 0.3

These estimates are meaningful only to the degree that they suggest the same order
of performance as shown in Tables II and III for lines defined as effectively shielded. Much
more detailed calculation would be necessary to attempt the minimization of indicated diffe-
rences,

u)V
~

l
.

. 7. CONCL1'SIONS
as modified by dis- |

Based on the foregoing review of more than 50 modern references,
cussion at the Copenhagen meeting of experts, the following conclusions appear to be well |

founded .

7.1 - The lightnine discharge path to earth P (1, 2), critically near the line, does not
-

induce insulator voltages which are a significant factor in the lightning performance of EHV
lines.

|- The discharce path ~to the phase conductor P (1, 4), by shielding failure, cons-
7.2 Fortunately, this threat

h.f titutes the major threat to the lightning performance of CHV lines.can be effectively overcome by placing the shield (ground) wires with the shielding (protective)ki

The mean positions of the shield wire, phaseangle in proper relation to shield wire height.
and earth must be used in establishing effective shielding and the structural design, conductor,

then adjusted accordingly.

- Although it is clear that effective shielding has been, and therefore can be, obtained,7.3
the optimum hel::ht an* relation remains the subject of intensive analytical, statistical, and
everimental investiention._
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